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OSV MARKET ROUND-UP

The size of the OSV fleet 
working in Brazilian waters is 
expected to grow steadily over 
the medium-term, with Celso 
Costa (Director of Siem Offshore 
Brasil) eyeing a favourable trend 
for the future. 

Mr Costa expects the Brazilian 
fleet to grow over the coming 
years, in terms of both fleet 
numbers and individual vessel 
size, with increasing demand 
for larger, more sophisticated 
vessels. One of the main drivers 
for this expansion will be the 
development of the deep and 
ultra-deep pre-salt reserves 
which will require large floating 

production facilities and huge 
subsea sytems, but further 
growth will also come from the 
necessity to workover existing 
Campos and Espirito Santo 
Basin wells and from increasing 
activity in the waters offshore 
the northern coast of Brazil. 

However, in order to achieve 
this growth, the main challenges 
that Mr Costa has identified for 
the market to overcome are the 
shortage of skilled and trained 
personnel, particularly DP 
officers and seafarers, as wells as 
a lack of repair yard facilities for 
a fleet of around 500 OSVs. 

PAINFUL MONTH FOR 
NORTH SEA OWNERS 
It has been another painful 
month for ship owners with 
exposure to the North Sea 
spot market, with average 
monthly rates well down on the 
comparable figures for 2013 (see 
p 6-7). Spot fixture rates had 
been expected to follow a similar 
path as last year, with peak rates 
recorded in the summer when 
demand is at its highest and a 
host of vessels are occupied for 
seasonal charters elsewhere. 

However, with many oil and 
gas companies postponing 
major CAPEX projects in an 
effort to cut costs, demand has 
not matched expectations. This 
situation has been exacerbated 
by a surprising reduction in 
drilling activity. There are 
more rigs based in Northwest 
Europe now than this time last 
year, but with some newbuilds 
experiencing delays before 
commencing contracts, and 
more rigs undergoing prolonged 
yard stays, there are fewer 
rigs actually working. This, 
combined with an increase 
in the supply base of support 
vessels, has contributed to 
faltering rates. 

The Norwegian Petroleum 
Directorate has indicated that 
exploration activity offshore 
Norway has been strong in 
the first two quarters of 2014, 
although this comes at a time 
when many oil and gas compa-
nies are preparing to reign in 
spending. As of the end of June, 
33 exploration wells have been 
spudded offshore Norway this 
year, compared to 28 for the first 
six months of 2013. Thus far, 13 
new discoveries have been made 
in 2014, with seven of these 
coming in the North Sea, three 
in the Norwegian Sea, and three 
in the Barents Sea. 
Six of the North Sea discoveries 
were made by Statoil, with one 

made by Total. All seven were 
small discoveries, but they are 
located close to existing fields 
which may increase the chance 
of them being developed. Statoil 
was the operator for two of the 
Barents Sea discoveries, with 
Det Norske Oljeselskap making 
the third. 

The Norwegian Sea discoveries 
were made by Wintershall, 
Faroe Petroleum and VNG 
Norge, with the VNG Norge 
discovery, at its 6406/12-3 S (Pil) 
well, the largest offshore Norway 
this year. Estimated reserves at 
Pil are between 6 and 21 million 
Sm³ of recoverable oil and 2 to 6 
million Sm³ of recoverable gas. 

SHIPBROKING SECURALIFT

SEA SURVEILLANCE REAL ESTATE

FACILITY MANAGEMENT ENTREPRENEUR

CRANES & TRANSPORTATION YACHTING

HIGH EXPLORATION OFFSHORE NORWAY

STEADY BRAZILIAN GROWTH EXPECTED
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Pacific Radiance, through its 
indirect subsidiary Radiance 
Offshore Holdings Pte Ltd, has 
entered into a Joint Venture 
Agreement with Consultoría y 
Servicios Petroleros, a Mexican 
shipping company, to create a 
Mexican corporation which will 

be named CR Offshore S.A.P.I de 
C.V (CRO). 

The principal function of the 
CRO Joint Venture will be the 
management and operation of 
offshore support vessels for the 
oil and gas sector in Mexico. 

Havila Shipping has been 
awarded a one-year plus three 
one-year options contract by 
Maersk Oil & Gas Denmark for 
a charter of PSV Havila Fortune. 
Operations are scheduled to 
commence in early August 2014, 
and the contract will include a 

walk-to-work system operated 
by a third party supplier. Havila 
Fortune (pictured c/o D Dodds) 
is an MT 6009 Mk II vessel that 
was delivered in 2009. She has 
a deck area of 683m², accom-
modation for 31 persons, and net 
tonnage capacity of 962t. 

Nexen Petroleum UK has 
awarded DOF a contract for 
an 18-month firm charter of 
PSV Skandi Captain (pictured 
c/o P Gowen). This charter 
commences in direct continu-
ation of the vessel’s previous 
contract with Nexen, and may 
be extended by an additional six 
months. Skandi Captain is an 
MT 6009 design PSV, built in 
2003, that has an overall length 
of 74.3m, breadth of 16.4m, and 
an accommodation capacity for 
21 persons. 

Viking Supply Ships has entered 
into a contract with a “major 
oil company”, for a term charter 
with AHTS vessel Tor Viking 
(pictured c/o H Hoffman) in the 
Far East. This has seen the vessel 
depart the North Sea region. 
The 11-month firm charter was 

scheduled to commence in June, 
with two further six-month 
options available subject to the 
vessel’s availability. Viking Sup-
ply Ships has indicated that the 
total value of the firm 11-month 
period of the charter has a value 
of around USD 34.5 million. 

Sentinel Marine has been 
awarded a contract by GDF Suez 
E&P UK for the provision of a 
newbuild 61m multi role ERRV 
for a five-year charter at the 
Cygnus field. The 1,890 tonne 
vessel, named Cygnus Sentinel, 
is due to arrive in the UK in 
January 2015 following its deliv-
ery from the Fujian Southeast 
Shipyard in China. The vessel 
will provide emergency cover 
for GDF’s flagship gas develop-
ment in the Southern North Sea. 
Cygnus Sentinel is one of eight 
multi role ERRVs being delivered 
in 2014/15 for Sentinel Marine. 

WALK-TO-WALK CHARTER FOR HAVILA FORTUNE

FAR EAST CONTRACT FOR TOR VIKING

TERM UK CONTRACT FOR SKANDI CAPTAIN

PACIFIC RADIANCE ENTERS INTO MEXICAN VENTURE

SENTINEL SCOOPS FIVE-YEAR CHARTER FOR NEWBUILD ERRV

Petrobras has awarded Deep 
Sea Supply (DESS) one-year 
contract extensions for PSVs Sea 
Bass and Sea Halibut (pictured 
c/o D Dodds). The new terms 
will commence in direct con-
tinuation of the vessels’ current 
commitments, and will keep 
both units occupied offshore 

Brazil until mid-2015. Sea Bass 
and Sea Halibut are both Rolls 
Royce UT 755 L design PSVs 
with a deadweight of 3,250t. 
They have a length of 71.9m, 
breadth of 16.0m, a deck area of 
680m², a deck cargo capacity of 
1,600t, and an accommodation 
capacity for 22 persons.

PETROBRAS RETAINS DESS PSVS
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OSV RATES & UTILISATION

NORTH SEA SPOT AVERAGE UTILISATION JUNE 2014

TYPE JUN 2014 MAY 2014 APR 2014 MAR 2014 FEB 2014 JAN 2014

MED PSV 70% 86% 76% 72% 78% 81%

LARGE PSV 75% 78% 79% 84% 87% 87%

MED AHTS 72% 67% 69% 50% 64% 53%

LARGE AHTS 62% 59% 77% 54% 69% 71%

JUNE 2014 - DAILY NORTH SEA OSV AVAILABILITY 

NORTH SEA AVERAGE RATES JUNE 2014

CATEGORY
AVERAGE RATE
JUNE 2014

AVERAGE RATE
JUNE 2013

% CHANGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM

SUPPLY DUTIES PSVS < 900M2 £10,682 £19,816 -46.09% £5,376 £19,061

SUPPLY DUTIES PSVS > 900M2 £9,112 £22,096 -58.76% £6,353 £15,500

AHTS DUTIES AHTS < 18,000 BHP £14,485 £28,982 -50.02% £7,331 £19,500

AHTS DUTIES AHTS > 18,000 BHP £18,967 £63,133 -69.96% £7,331 £27,000

RATES & UTILISATION

ARRIVALS - NORTH SEA SPOT

ISLAND DRAGON NEWBUILD

LUNDSTROM TIDE EX WEST AFRICA

NSO FORTUNE EX SOUTH AMERICA

PACIFIC DOLPHIN EX ASIA

SKANDI FALCON EX ASIA

DEPARTURES - NORTH SEA SPOT

ATLANTIC MERLIN CANADA TERM

DINA STAR RUSSIA TERM

HAVILA VENUS CANADA TERM

REM SERVER RUSSIA TERM

REM SUPPORTER RUSSIA TERM

DEPARTURES & ARRIVALS JUNE 2014

* Vessels arriving/departing the North Sea term market to enter/leave the North Sea spot market are not included here.

NORTH SEA AVERAGE SPOT RATES
NORTH SEA AVERAGE SPOT MONTHLY RATES

DEPARTURES - CONTINUED

SIEM PILOT RUSSIA TERM

TOR VIKING II FAR EAST TERM

UOS CHALLENGER SOUTH AMERICA TERM

UOS LIBERTY SOUTH AMERICA TERM
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OSV NEWBUILDINGS, S&P      

Island Offshore accepted 
delivery of its newbuild PSV 
Island Dragon from the Vard 
Brevik Shipyard in Norway on 
June 19. The vessel was built to 
Rolls Royce’s UT 717 CD design, 
giving her a length of 84.65m, 
breadth of 17m and deck area 
of 800m². She comes equipped 
for firefighting and standby 

rescue operations. Island Dragon 
(pictured c/o O Halland) has 
been awarded a contract with 
Lundin Norway to support a 
12-well drilling campaign at the 
Edvard Grieg field. Operations 
are scheduled to commence in 
the autumn, prior to which the 
vessel will be trading the North 
Sea spot market. 

The Ulstein-designed PSV CBO 
Ipanema was delivered in Brazil 
on June 7, 2014. She is the fourth 
and final vessel to be built for 
Companhia Brasileira de Offshore 
(CBO) at the Alianca Estaleiros 
Shipyard in Niteroi, Rio de 
Janeiro. CBO Ipanema is a PX 105 
PSV, giving her a length of 88.9m. 
CBO identified the trend of oil 

and gas production taking place 
at ever greater distances from 
shore, increasing the demand 
for larger PSVs. Therefore, the 
decision to build PX 105 vessels 
was made because they meet the 
criteria for Petrobras’ PSV 4500 
tenders. CBO Ipanema has been 
contracted to Petrobras for an 
eight-year firm charter. 

Mermaid Marine Australia 
Limited (MMA) has completed 
its acquisition of all the subsidi-
aries of Singapore based offshore 
engineering services and off-
shore support services provider 
Jaya Holdings Limited. This 

acquisition has added 27 modern 
offshore vessels to MMA’s 
fleet, as well as two strategi-
cally located onshore facilities in 
Singapore and Batam, Indonesia. 
MMA has indicated that this 
transaction falls in line with its 

five-year strategy by expanding 
its geographical reach, specifi-
cally providing immediate scale 
into the Southeast Asian, African 
and Middle Eastern markets. It 
also increases MMA’s exposure 
to higher specification vessels. 

VARD DELIVERS DRAGON

CBO IPANEMA DELIVERED IN BRAZIL

MMA CONCLUDES ACQUISITION

FEATURE VESSEL

A naming ceremony was held on May 28 in Trondheim, 
Norway, for Boa Offshore’s newbuild AHTS vessel Boa 
Bison. 

BOA BISON SPEC:
Design: VS 491 CD AHTS
Length: 91m
Breadth: 22.0m
Propulsion: 26,969 bhp
Bollard Pull: 285t
Deadweight: 4,250t
Deck Area: 828m² 
Max Speed: 17.0 knots
Economic Speed: 10.0 knots 
Accomodation: 39 persons

BOA BISON

Boa Bison is owned by NFDS 
Offshore 1 AS, a subsidiary of 
Det Nordenfjeldske Damskibs-
selskap AS, in which Boa Off-
shore holds a majority stake. Boa 
Offshore will be the manager 
and operator of the vessel. 

Boa Bison was built to the VS 491 
CD design, giving her a length of 
91.0m, breadth of 22.0m and bol-
lard pull of 285t. She also comes 
equipped with an integrated 
ROV hangar. The vessel has a 
cargo deck area of 828m² and 

an accommodation capacity for 
39 persons. Boa Bison is the first 
of two sister vessels. The hull 
construction for both units has 
taken place at Nantong Mingde 
Heavy Industries in China, with 
final outfitting performed at 
NorYards Fosen AS in Norway. 
Boa Bison is entering the North 
Sea spot market, while the hull 
of the second vessel - Boa Jarl - is 
scheduled to arrive at NorYards 
Fosen in September 2014. Final 
delivery is scheduled for the 
second quarter of 2015. 

Atlantic Offshore recently accept-
ed delivery of its latest PSV, Ocean 
Star, with the vessel commencing 
its maiden charter with Statoil in 
early June. Ocean Star has been 
contracted by Statoil for a firm 
period of six years. Ocean Star 
was built to Wartsila’s VS 485 MK 
III L design at Kleven’s Myklebust 

Verft shipyard in Norway. The 
vessel has an overall length of 
90.4m and moulded breadth of 
20.0m, giving her a deck area of 
1,050m². She has a gross tonnage 
of 5,700t, accommodation capac-
ity for 25 persons, and has been 
tailored to meet the challenging 
conditions found in the North Sea.

OCEAN STAR COMMENCES STATOIL CHARTER
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Nordic American Offshore (NAO) 
has placed an order for the con-
struction of two VARD 1 08 vessels, 
which will raise the size of its fleet 
to a total of 10 PSVs. The vessel hulls 
will be built at Vard Braila in Roma-
nia, with final deliveries scheduled 

for the second and third quarters of 
2015 from Vard Aukra in Norway. 
In addition to this latest order, NAO 
also has six Ulstein PX 121 PSVs 
currently working in the North Sea, 
with two more vessels of the same 
design under construction.

Sinopec has returned to Havyard 
for the third time for another 
vessel design as part of its fleet 
renewal process. The Fujian 
Mawei Shipyard in China will 
build a Havyard 832 L SE vessel, 
with delivery scheduled for 
March 2016. This follows on 
from the previous orders that 

Sinopec placed for a Havyard 832 
PSV, and a Havyard 843 AHTS 
vessel. The Havyard 832 L SE 
PSV will have a length of 84.5m, 
breadth of 17.6m, and deck area 
of 820m². The vessel will have a 
deadweight of 3,900t and accom-
modation for 40 persons.

NEWBUILD OSVS DELIVERED - JUNE 2014
NAME TYPE/DESIGN OWNER/ MANAGER COMMITMENT

CBO IPANEMA ULSTEIN PX105 PSV CBO SOUTH AMERICA TERM

HALUL 42 L&T 78M PSV HALUL OFFSHORE TBC

ISLAND DRAGON UT 717 CD PSV ISLAND OFFSHORE NORTH SEA TERM

MDPL RANDEEP FOCAL 522 PSV MARINE DELIVERY TBC

OCEAN STAR VS 485 MKIII L PSV ATLANTIC OFFSHORE NORTH SEA TERM

SEA SUPRA PX 105 PSV DEEP SEA SUPPLY TBC

NAO CONTINUING TO EXPAND

OSV NEWBUILDINGS, S&P

Another ship owner accepting 
delivery of an Ulstein PX 105 
PSV recently was Deep Sea 
Supply (DESS), with Sea Supra 
delivered by Sinopacific at the 
Zhejiang Shipyard in China in 
the first half of June.
This is the ninth of 12 PX 105 
PSVs being built for DESS, with 

Sea Surfer, Sea Swan and Sea 
Swift scheduled for delivery later 
this year. These units have a 
deck area of around 1,000m² and 
a deadweight of 4,500t. DESS is 
also scheduled to accept delivery 
this year of the STX 05-L CD 
design PSV Sea Triumph from 
the Cochin Shipyard in India. 

L&T Shipbuilding, a subsidiary 
of Larsen & Toubro, has deliv-
ered Halul 42, the first of six 
PSVs that it is building for Halul 
Offshore of Qatar. The vessel 
was constructed at the Kattupalli 
Shipyard near Chennai, India. 
Halul 42 has an overall length 
of 78.6m and a breadth of 18m, 
giving her a deadweight of 

3,450t and a deck area of 725m². 
She has been designed as a 
multipurpose vessel equipped 
for fire-fighting, standby and 
rescue, offshore supply and oil 
recovery operations. Halul 42 
has twin azimuth thrusters and 
twin bow thrusters, providing 
her with high maneuverability 
and station keeping ability. 

Troms Offshore, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Tidewater, has 
confirmed that Tidewater has 
entered into an agreement to 
acquire two VARD 1 08 PSVs that 
are under construction at the Vard 
Vung Tau shipyard in Vietnam. 
These vessels were originally 
ordered by Carlotta Offshore, with 

deliveries scheduled for January 
and April 2015. The vessels will 
have an overall length of 81.7m 
and breadth of 18.0m, with a cargo 
deck area of 830m². They will be 
managed by Troms Offshore, and 
primarily targeted for work in the 
North Sea and Arctic waters. 

ANOTHER PX 105 PSV FOR DESS

HALUL RECEIVES FIRST OF SIX PSVS

TIDEWATER ACQUIRES TWO CARLOTTA NEWBUILDS

SINOPEC RETURNS TO HAVYARD

Marine Delivery (MDPL), the 
Singapore-based ship owner, 
accepted delivery of its newbuild 
MPSV MDPL Randeep on June 2. 

The vessel was built at POET’s 
shipyard in Jiangsu, China. 
MDPL Randeep is a 4,000t 
deadweight vessel with Oil Spill 
Response and Safety Standby 
enhancements. She has an overall 
length of 78.0m, moulded breadth 

of 18.6m, a clear deck area of 
around 800m², and an accommo-

dation capacity for 50 persons.

MDPL RANDEEP DELIVERED

Nam Cheong Limited, Malaysia’s 
largest OSV builder, has sold 
four more vessels worth an 
aproximate USD 92 million. This 
consists of three DP 2 PSVs, each 
with a deadweight of 3,000t, and 
one 200-man accommodation 
work boat. The PSVs were sold 

to an oilfield services company 
in Asia, and the accommodation 
work boat was sold to Maridive 
& Oil Services S.A.E in North 

Africa. Deliveries are scheduled 
for 2014 and 2015. 

NAM CHEONG SELLS THREE PSVS AND AN ACCOMMODATION BARGE
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SUBSEA 

Sealion Shipping has ordered a 
DSV with Shanghai Zhenhua 
Heavy Industries for delivery in 
early 2017. The DP3 newbuild 
will be equipped with a 24-man 
twin bell, saturation system 
rated to 300m, and NORSOK 
U100 capability, achieving the 
highest levels of diver safety and 

comfort. Sawicon has designed 
the vessel for world-wide opera-
tions, and she will have a 400t 
AHC and 25t offshore crane, a 
working deck area of 1,850m² 
a moonpool, two ROV hangers, 
SPS and ICE-C classification, 
and accommodation for up to 
200 persons. 

Simek Shipyard delivered the 
newbuild multiservice vessel 
Stril Server to Simon Møkster 
Shipping in early June. Blues-
tream has taken the vessel on 
charter for around four weeks 
plus options. The MM 85 MSV 
designed vessel has a length of 
85.45m, beam of 18.6m, and she 
is the third vessel delivered to 
Simon Møkster Shipping from 
Simek since 2009.

DeepOcean has been awarded a 
two-year plus options contract 
for IRM work at Dong Energy’s 
subsea assets in the Danish and 
Norwegian sectors. The com-
pany will utilise its newbuild 
IRM support vessel Deep Helder 
(pictured c/o J.Tjaltje) for the 
2014 campaign. The vessel has 

been built at the De Hoop Ship-
yard in the Netherlands, with a 
christening ceremony held on 
June 20 and delivery scheduled 
for July. The Deep Helder is 
owned by Seamar Shipping, and 
DeepOcean has chartered it for 
five years. 

Rem Offshore has taken delivery 
of its offshore construction ves-
sel Rem Pioneer from the Kleven 
Verft shipyard in Norway. The 
117m long vessel, which is the 
largest in Rem’s fleet, has been 

chartered by Micoperi for 10 
months plus two yearly options. 
Micoperi will utilise the MT 
6022 L designed vessel in the 
Mediterranean. 

SUBSEA

Seabrokers sees that there is to 
be a continued strong focus on 
inspection, repair and mainte-
nance (IRM) work in the subsea 
market as operators continue to 
delay or postpone new projects, 
resulting in a reduction in the 
number of large CAPEX projects 
getting underway. With OPEX 
rising and the oil price remain-
ing fairly stable, the quote by 

John Watson, Chevron CEO, 
stating that USD 100 per barrel 
is becoming the new USD 20 
a barrel, is getting used more 
frequently as labour and capital 
costs have more than doubled 
in the last 10 years. Utilisation 
for vessels capable of carrying 
out IRM duties, including IRM 
vessels, offshore construction 
vessels and dive support ves-

sels, has seen their utilisation 
increase when you look at June’s 
utilisation rate of 81% compared 
to the same period in 2013 when 
it was at 77%. The increase 
in utilisation is not down to 
a reduction in supply as both 
supply and demand have also 
increased year-on-year. 

Rem Offshore has entered 
into an agreement with Vard 
Holdings for the construction 
of an IRM vessel. The newbuild 
will be built to the Vard 2 06 
design with an overall length 
of 100m and a beam of 25m. It 
will be equipped with a 150t 
offshore crane, ROV hangar, and 
accommodation for 90 people. 

The vessel will be winterised 
with an ICE 1B hull, with Rem 
preparing to use her for project 
work including anchor handling 
duties. Her bollard pull will be 
around 400t. The newbuild is 
scheduled to be delivered during 
the first quarter of 2016 at a cost 
of around USD 134 million. 

Petrobras has awarded DOF Sub-
sea a one-year contract to utilise 
its IRM vessel Skandi Chieftain. 
The vessel is currently working for 
Petrobras, and the new contract 

will start in June in direct continu-
ation of her existing charter with 
the Brazilian operator, who she 
has been working for since 2009. 

SUBSEA MARKET ROUND-UP

REM ORDERS IRM VESSEL FROM VARD

PETROBRAS RETAINS 
THE SKANDI CHIEFTAIN

STRIL SERVER DELIVERED

SEALION ORDERS DSV FOR WORLDWIDE OPERATIONS

DEEPOCEAN TO INSPECT DONG’S ASSETS

REM PIONEER DELIVERED AND SECURES CHARTER

Total has advised Aker Oilfield 
Services that it has terminated 
the USD 250 million two-year 
contract for the well interven-
tion vessel Skandi Aker offshore 
Angola. The 157m vessel 
began its contract with Total 
in September last year, and the 
remaining contract period had 
been valued at around USD 

150 million, which will now be 
removed from the order backlog. 
Prior to the termination in late 
June the DP3 vessel, which has 
a 400t crane, had only been 
operating for Total for 37% so far 
in 2014 after operations halted 
at the end of March for mainte-
nance and repairs. 

TOTAL CANCELS SKANDI AKER CHARTER
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RIG, FIELD & OIL COMPANY NEWS

Controversial drilling activities 
are scheduled to resume offshore 
the Falkland Islands in the South 
Atlantic in the first quarter of 2015, 
after Ocean Rig secured a six-well 
firm charter for its harsh environ-
ment semisubmersible drilling 
rig Eirik Raude. The contract, 
which also comes with 16 further 

option wells, will initially see the 
rig drill four wells for Premier 
Oil in the North Falklands Basin, 
and two wells for Noble Energy 
in the South and East Falklands 
Basin. The six firm wells will have 
an estimated drilling duration of 
around 260 days, with a contract 
value of around USD 165 million. 

ULTRA-DEEPWATER CONTRACTS
Despite the negative sentiment that has been surrounding the 
offshore drilling market in recent months, new contracts have 
been confirmed for a trio of newbuild ultra-deepwater drillships 
recently. In West Africa, Seadrill has received a contract from 
Total for a five-year firm charter of West Jupiter off Nigeria. The 
rig will be used to support Total’s EGINA ultra-deepwater off-
shore project, with this contract coming with a revenue potential 
of USD 1.1 billion for Seadrill from the firm five-year period. 
Staying in West Africa, Total has also awarded a contract to 
Ensco for a five-year plus one-year option charter of its newbuild 
drillship ENSCO DS-8 offshore Angola. This campaign is sched-
uled to commence in the third quarter of 2015, with an initial 
day rate in the high USD 610,000s. Elsewhere, in the US Gulf, 
Rowan has secured a two-year firm contract for Rowan Relent-
less, the fourth and final drillship in its current construction 
campaign. The charter will be with Freeport-McMoRan Oil & 
Gas, with drilling to commence in the third quarter of 2015. This 
will add around USD 425 million to Rowan’s contract backlog. 

OIL PRICE 
VS RIG 
UTILISATION

RIG UTILISATION

SUBSEA 

Sinopacific has held a nam-
ing ceremony for Bourbon 
Offshore’s IRM support vessel 
Bourbon Evolution 806 at the 
Dayang shipyard in China. The 
ceremony for the DP3 vessel, 
of Guido Perla GPA 696 design, 
took place on June 17. The 

newbuild, which has a length 
of 100m, a 150t crane and ac-
commodation for 105 persons, 
has been christened by Mrs 
Antoinette Sassou N’Guesso, the 
spouse of the president of the 
Republic of Congo. 

Bibby Offshore has entered 
into a three-year charter with 
Olympic Shipping for the OCV 
Olympic Ares (pictured c/o D 
Dodds). This contract extends 
the current charter in place and 
the vessel will now remain with 
Bibby until late 2017 with op-
tions to extend until 2020. Bibby 
has been utilising the 115m 

vessel since March. Additionally, 
Reach Subsea has entered into a 
charter agreement with Østensjø 
Rederi for the DP2 IRM support 
vessel Edda Fonn for three years. 
The contract is expected to begin 
in December 2014, on comple-
tion of the vessel’s current 
charter with DeepOcean. 

EUROPEAN BUILT SUBSEA DELIVERIES (NEXT THREE MONTHS)
SHIP OWNER NAME CHARTERER SHIP YARD TYPE DESIGN MONTH

NORTH SEA SHIPPING NORTH SEA ATLANTIC TECHNIP BERGEN GROUP BMV OCV ST 261 JUL

ISLAND OFFSHORE ISLAND PERFORMER STATENS VEGVESEN ULSTEIN VERFT OCV ULSTEIN SX 121 JUL

SOLSTAD NORMAND VISION OCEAN INSTALLER VARD SØVIKNES OCV VARD OSCV 06L JUL

SIEM OFFSHORE SIEM STINGRAY SUBSEA 7 VARD BRATTVAAG OCV VARD OSCV 03 JUL

SEAMAR SUBSEA DEEP HELDER DEEPOCEAN DE HOOP IMR - JUL

LOCATION
JUN  
2014

JUN  
2013

JUN   
2009

NORTHWEST EUROPE 98.3% 98.9% 95.6%

US GULF 69.9% 72.6% 54.3%

RIG TYPE AVERAGE RATES US$

SEMI SUB < 1,500 FT WD 296,000

SEMI SUB > 1,500 FT WD 338,000

SEMI SUB 4,000 FT + WD 420,000

DRILLSHIP 4,000 FT + WD 514,000

JACKUP IC 300 FT WD 111,000

JACKUP IC 300 FT + WD 170,000

INACTIVE RIGS NORTHWEST EUROPE

NAME TYPE STATUS LOCATION

J.W. MCLEAN SS COLD STACKED CROMARTY FIRTH

OCEAN VAN-
GUARD

SS COLD STACKED CROMARTY FIRTH

CONTRACTORS HOLD ONTO TONNAGE

BOURBON’S 500TH VESSEL DELIVERED DRILLING TO RESUME OFFSHORE THE FALKLANDS

Subsea 7 has exercised a one-
year charter option on its con-
tract for DOF Offshore-owned 
multiservice vessel Skandi 
Neptune. The 104m vessel is 
now firmly committed to Subsea 
7 until the first quarter of 2016. 

The contractor is currently 
utilising the DP2 vessel in Brazil 
on a contract with Petrobras. 
The MT 6016-designed vessel is 
equipped with a 250t crane and 
accommodation for 106 persons. 

SUBSEA 7 EXERCISES OPTION ON SKANDI NEPTUNE
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DET NORSKE EXPANDING
Det Norske Oljeselskap ASA has entered into a defini-
tive agreement to acquire Marathon Oil Norge AS, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Marathon Oil Corporation, 
for a cash consideration of USD 2.1 billion (NOK 12.6 
billion). This cash consideration is based on a gross 
asset value of USD 2.7 billion, and is adjusted for debt, 
net working capital and interest on the net purchase 
price. The deal, which is expected to close in the fourth 
quarter of this year, includes the Marathon-operated 
Alvheim FPSO vessel, ten operated licences, and non-
operating stakes in several other licences in the Norwe-
gian North Sea. Meanwhile, after careful consideration 
of bids, Marathon has concluded that no acceptable 
offer was received for its UK North Sea business, and 
has therefore elected to retain those assets. 

EAST AFRICA DISCOVERIES
The deep waters of the Indian Ocean off East Africa 
are continuing to return successful exploration results 
for international oil and gas companies, with BG and 
Statoil making new gas discoveries offshore Tanzania, 
and BG also finding oil off the coast of Kenya for the 
first time. Offshore Tanzania, Statoil has discovered 
another two to three trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of natural 
gas in Block 2 with its Piri-1 exploration well. BG 
has also encountered more gas offshore Tanzania, 
this time at the Taachui-1 and Taachui-1 ST1 wells 
in Block 1. The estimates for the mean recoverable 
resources from this discovery are in the region of 
one Tcf. Also in East Africa, BG has made the first oil 
discovery off Kenya at its Sunbird-1 exploration well 
in Block L10A, where net pay of 9.2m (30ft) of oil and 
28.3m (92ft) of gas was encountered. 

CONUNDRUM CORNER
Last month’s teaser: 
The correct answer was :- Thursday
Congratulations to the winner :- Leigh Mathieson

This month, our poser is as follows:
How can you obtain 1,000 from a numerical addition 
only containing 8s?
Answers back to chartering@seabrokers.co.uk for a 
chance to win a bottle of wine.

THE SEABREEZE ARCHIVE
For the current or archive copies of Seabreeze go 
to: http://www.seabrokers.co.uk/- see under 
Shipbroking / Market Reports. If you wish to 
Subscribe or Unsubscribe please contact :  
chartering@seabrokers.co.uk

CONUNDRUM CORNER,  
DUTY PHONES

SEABROKERS OFFICE CONTACTS
SEABROKERS LIMITED - ABERDEEN
Seabrokers House, Prospect Road
Arnhall Business Park, Westhill
Aberdeenshire AB32 6FE - Scotland
Duty Telephone   ++44 1224 747744 (24 Hrs)  
Duty Mobile   ++44 7802 304129
Internet   www.seabrokers-group.com  
E-Mail   chartering@seabrokers.co.uk
 
SEABROKERS CHARTERING AS - STAVANGER
Forusbeen 78 - 4033 Stavanger - Norway  
Duty Telephone   ++47 51 815400 (24 Hrs)  
Internet  www.seabrokers-group.com  
E-mail   chartering@seabrokers.no

SEABROKERS BRASIL LTDA - RIO DE JANEIRO
Rua Lauro Muller no 116, Sala 1404,  
Edificio Rio Sul Center Cep: 22.290-160,  
Botafogo, RJ - Rio de Janeiro - Brazil
Duty Telephone   ++55 21 3505 4200 (24 Hrs) 
Internet   www.seabrokers-group.com  
E-mail   chartering@seabrokers.com.br
 
SEABROKERS PTE LTD - SINGAPORE
165 B Telok Ayer Street - Singapore 068617
Telephone   ++65 6224 6062 or 0951
Internet   www.seabrokers-group.com  
E-mail   chartering@seabrokers.sg

SECURALIFT AS - STAVANGER
Gamle Forusvei 53 - 4033 Stavanger - Norway
Telephone  ++47 51 800000
Internet   www.securalift.com

SEA SURVEILLANCE AS - BERGEN 
Laksevaagneset 12 5160 Laksevaag - Norway
Telephone   ++47 55 136500
Internet   www.seabrokers-group.com


